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BY ADAM THORNTON 

INthe November and December 2000 issues, I presented
a large-scale implementation of Linux on System/390,

letting you ponder its strong economic benefits. This
month, I present the first of a two-part series of application
notes on printing that demonstrate some areas in
which Linux on S/390 substantially enhances
the enterprise environment.

Usually, one of the first topics to sur-
face when implementing a new Linux
for S/390 system is, “How do I get
printed copies of config file X, or of
text file Y?” This article introduces
the basics of Linux (and generic
Unix) printing systems, shows you
how to get a basic printer server
running, and explores some common
configurations that appear in the
enterprise environment. Specifically,
this article will aid you in setting up a
central system to drive IP-connected network
printers, and it will get you started in submit-
ting remote print jobs from client systems. Since
Hewlett-Packard’s (HP’s) JetDirect network interface
cards are commonplace in most organizations due to the
popularity of the company’s Laserjet printer line, I also
outline how a JetDirect card can be set up as a Linux print
server. Part II of this article series will describe more
advanced printing tricks that Linux offers to an enterprise,
such as conversion of printer control languages and host
access control.

HISTORY OF UNIX PRINTING

Printing has been among the primary tasks of Unix since
its inception. Today’s Unix systems owe a great deal to the

original “lp” — short for “line printer” — functionality
in Unix v6 and v7, which was, measured by

today’s standards, a very primitive print
spooling function. In the early evolution

of Unix at Bell Labs, the printing
subsystem was essentially no more
than a method for avoiding that
multiple users wrote directly and
simultaneously to the printer: “lp”
caused all the printers to be
“owned” by the system and permit-
ted arbitrated access by adding a

semaphore-like semantics that pre-
vented print jobs from overwriting or

confusing each other. When the UC
Berkeley systems development teams

added IP network connectivity functionality as
part of the BSD releases of Unix, “lp” was

enhanced into what is recognized as the current print func-
tionality, the lpd/lpr combination. In the Berkeley model,
printing is performed as a two-part client/server application:
“lpd” (the print server or “daemon”) receiving print jobs,
queuing them, and delivering them to the printer, and “lpr”
(the client application) queuing a file for printing and supplying
a set of print options to indicate the desired printer or other
processing options. A third application, “lpc,” provides basic
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control over the spooling system, allowing
a suitably privileged user to start and stop
print queues, to reorder or remove print
jobs, and to enable or disable print devices.

Sun Microsystems greatly enhanced lpr
and lpd in their implementation of the BSD
system code; their implementation is gener-
ally considered the current model for most
Unix printing system implementations.
(The AT&T print spooling code evolved
along a different path, most commonly seen
today in Solaris’ “print” and “cancel”
commands. In contrast, the Berkeley model
currently is the dominant architecture, as
Sun moves toward a Linux base for its
systems. Although AT&T System V-style
printing offers more business-oriented print
processing, it seems doomed due to both its
complexity and its rarity. In this article, I
will concentrate on the lpd/lpr combination
found in most Linux distributions.) To learn
more about lpr, lpd and lpc, consult your
Linux documentation or the online documen-
tation by typing “man” and the names of the
respective commands or configuration files.

STRUCTURE OF UNIX PRINTING

Corresponding to its design as a client/
server system and the basic Unix philosophy of
simple tools driven by configuration files, lpr
and lpd are correspondingly designed as small
applications driven by a configuration file,
/etc/printcap. /etc/printcap specifies printer
queues, processing options, and “filter” pro-
grams which are allowed to modify the output
stream as it flows from the client to the printer.
Filters are widely used to accomplish tasks,
such as counting pages in complex print
streams, or modifying page formatting to pro-
vide two-up or other specialized formatting. A
sample entry for an HP Laserjet Plus printer
attached locally to an Intel-based server’s
parallel port (drawn from the SuSE Linux dis-
tribution) is similar to what is shown in Figure 1.

Note that each entry is made up of both a
queue name (shown here as “lp,” with an
alternate name of “hpj”) and a set of options
associated with that particular printer
queue. Each entry is a single logical line;
however, in order to facilitate easy reading,
the option entries separate one option and
value per line by using the backslash (\)
character to indicate line continuation. In
addition, each option name is identified by a
colon (:), and ends with the equal symbol
(=) to indicate the start of the value. If different
print options or configuration options are

required, lpd necessitates that you define a
different queue name with the required
options (e.g., “printer1” for default text
processing, or “printer1-ps” for PostScript
processing on the same print engine).
Dozens of options exist, but the critical
elements are the queue name, the desired
device name (the lp= option), the spool
directory (sd) location, and the log file
entry (lf) option. Another important option
that will be addressed later is the remote
system name (rm), which is used on client
systems to indicate that print jobs are to be
sent to a remote server. Lines that start with a
hash mark (#) indicate a comment in the file.

An example of a more complex printcap
definition for a Benson-Varian electrostatic
plotter attached to a serial port might look
similar to what is presented in Figure 2. Note
here the definition of “filters” to provide
specialized processing. (For example, this
device cannot actually print text — it must
draw the letters using a stroke font. The filters
convert text input to stroke vectors that can
actually be printed on this device.) Each filter
is nothing but a small program that reads
input until an end-of-file condition is pre-
sented and performs some specific function.

CONFIGURING A SIMPLE
PRINTER

In the basic process for setting up printing,
you must become the system administrator
(or “root” user) and define an entry in
/etc/printcap on the machine directly con-

nected to the printer — i.e., the machine
that is intended to act as the print server. The
steps to do this involve editing /etc/printcap
to include a new entry with the name of our
new printer — let’s use “camelot” as the
name of our sample printer. Again, using the
simple example for the HP Laserjet, we set
up the basic entries, as shown in Figure 3.

This entry specifies the minimum set of
options: the location of the spool directory
(sd), the device connected to the printer
(lp), and the log file for recording printer
errors. You can create this entry with your
favorite text editor, and then save the new
copy of /etc/printcap. Remember that a tab
or a few spaces are required at the beginning
of any continuation line.

Once this entry is successfully completed,
you must create the directories defined in
the printcap entry. To create the entries
described in our sample entry for the printer
named camelot, perform the following:

mkdir /usr/spool/camelot
touch /usr/spool/camelot/camelot-log

After having finished this task, you
should now be able to start the new print
queue by using “lpc.” The commands might
look something like the following:

lpc enable camelot
lpc start camelot

Finally, you can verify your modifica-
tions: If you have created the entries correctly,
you should see the responses shown in
Figure 4.
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#                                     
# HP Laser jet plus                   
lp|hpj:\                             

:lp=/dev/lp1:\               
:sd=/usr/spool/lp1:\         
:mx#0:\                      
:of=/usr/spool/lp1/hpjlp:    
:lf=/usr/spool/lp1/hp-log:

FIGURE 1: A SAMPLE ENTRY FOR AN HP LASERJET PLUS PRINTER

varian|va|Benson Varian:\
:lp=/dev/va0:sd=/usr/spool/vad:mx#2000:pl#58:px#2112:py#1700:tr=\f:\  
:of=/usr/lib/vpf:if=/usr/lib/vpf:tf=/usr/lib/rvcat:cf=/usr/lib/vdmp:\ 
:gf=/usr/lib/vplotf:df=/usr/local/dvif:\                              
:vf=/usr/lib/vpltdmp:lf=/usr/adm/lpd-errs:

FIGURE 2: A MORE COMPLEX PRINTCAP DEFINITION

#                                    
# HP Laser jet plus — Camelot       
camelot:\                             

:lp=/dev/lp1:\               
:sd=/usr/spool/camelot:\         
:lf=/usr/spool/camelot/hp-log:

FIGURE 3: BASIC ENTRIES
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REMOTE PRINTING

One of the great strengths of the Unix
print subsystem is its general ability to print
files from any machine within the network
to any printer served by an lpd implementa-
tion connected to the network. However,
configuration is required not only from the
server side but also from the client side. It is
necessary that the lpd server application on
the machine directly connected to the printer
be functioning as described previously
before attempting to configure client systems
to use a particular server.

Configuration on the client side, however,
is much simpler: You only need to specify
the job destination and some local spooling
information, just in case the remote printer is
slow or congested with long print jobs.
When making an entry on the client system
in /etc/printcap, enjoy simplicity! Figure 5
illustrates a typical client system entry.

In this example, the remote printer name
option (rp) is included to indicate that the
remote system uses a different queue name
for the printer. Once this entry has been
inserted into /etc/printcap on the client system,
and the spool directories have been created
on the client system, “lpc” should be able to
start the remote printer.

PRINTING ON HP
NETWORK PRINTERS

With the wide popularity of HP PCL print-
ers attached to networks in most enterprises
using desktop or Unix systems, it is not sur-
prising that HP provides the ability to print to
an embedded lpd implementation already
incorporated in the JetDirect card itself. To
set up printing to this environment, the HP
JetDirect card must have an IP address
assigned (a static address is recommended,
unless you are running dynamic DNS or
other advanced naming tools like LDAP).
The HP embedded lpd server supports
two preconfigured queues: “text” (for
plain text only), and “raw” (for HP PCL
or PostScript printer description language
commands on printers equipped with the
proper interpreters). The case of these
names is significant: text is not the same
as TEXT, and the uppercase version won’t
work at all.

To use an HP printer remotely, your Linux
system should act as a client, just as shown
in the previous section. The rm option in the
queue definition in /etc/printcap should
specify the IP address or DNS host name of
the printer, and the rp option should supply
either “text” or “raw,” depending on the

expected type of output to be sent to the
printer. Remember, often several print
queues will be defined for each printer: one
for plain text, and one for “advanced” print
such as PostScript output. Once the spool
directories and the printcap entry are
defined, you may start the printer queue
with “lpc,” just like starting any other
remote printer.

PREVIEW

At this point, I’ve explored the basic
setup for printing to a directly connected
printer and discussed some of the options
available from both client and server systems.
The concluding article of this series on
enterprise printing will further examine
S/390-specific integration issues with
Linux printing capabilities. The use of
filters to make non-PostScript printers
appear to understand PostScript — and the
possible security risks of so doing — will be
discussed in some detail. In addition, I will
examine how the Linux lpr print client can
be integrated with S/390-based resources
and how Linux hosts — even Linux hosts
in virtual machines — can be enabled to
take full advantage of extremely fast channel-
attached print systems.  
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root@server:/home/damien > lpc enable camelot
camelot:

queuing enabled
root@server:/home/damien > lpc start camelot
camelot:

printing enabled
daemon started

FIGURE 4: CONSOLE LOG OF ENABLING PRINTER QUEUE “CAMELOT”

# typical remote printer entry                                        
cosgriff:\                                  

:lp=:\
:rm=weasel.yoyodyne.com:\
:rp=raw:\
:sd=/usr/spool/cosgriff:\
:lf=/usr/spool/cosgriff/lpd-errs:

FIGURE 5: TYPICAL CLIENT SYSTEM ENTRY 


